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UNIQUENESS AND ERROR ESTIMATES IN FIRST
ORDER QUASILINEAR CONSERVATION LAWS VIA
THE KINETIC ENTROPY DEFECT MEASURE
By B. PERTHAME
ABSTRACT. - We give a new uniqueness proof for solutions to quasilinear scalar conservation laws. It is based
on the kinetic formulation and does not make use of Kruzkov entropies and doubling of variables. It uses in a
fundamental way the entropy defect measure appearing in the kinetic formulation. This measure also plays a central
role for proving error estimates that we recast in our simplified approach. 0 Elsevier, Paris
RBSIJMB.  - Nous donnons une nouvelle demonstration de l’unicite des solutions des lois de conservation
quasilineaires  du premier ordre. Cette demonstration s’appuie sur la formulation cinetique  et n’utilise pas les
entropies de Kmzkov  ou le doublement des variables. Elle utilise de faGon fondamentale la mesure  de defaut
d’entropie qui apparait  dans la formulation cinetique.  Cette mesure  joue aussi un role essentiel pour dtmontrer les
estimations d’erreurs que nous  reformulons dans notre approche simplifiee.  0 Elsevier, Paris
1. Introduction
We consider solutions ~(t,  X) to first order quasilinear scalar conservations  laws
3,~ + divA(u)  = 0 in D’ ((0, +oc) x I@),
endowed with the family of entropy inequalities
&S(u)  + divq(u) 2 0
for all Lipschitz continuous (and thus sublinear) convex functions S and
E(1.3) 49 = s
a$l)S'(v)dv,
0
u(.) = A'(.) E L,1,,(R;R").
We give a direct proof of the Lie, contraction property; any pair of entropy solutions u
and v (i.e. those satisfying (l.l), (1.2)) also satisfies
(1.5) &]u - zll+  div[(A(u)  - A(u))sgn(u  - ,;)I  5 0 in D’((O,+cc)  x Rd).
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This contraction property clearly implies uniqueness under a mere L1-continuity  asumption
at time t = 0. Although it is formally simple, the only proof is due to S.N Kruzkov [8],
[9]  using particular choices of entropies (the so-called Kruzkov entropies)
(1.6) S(u) = b - El - 111.
and a technical argument relying on the doubling of variables (a generalization and
simplification of Kruzkov’s proof can however be found in Szepessy [15]). This result has
open many research directions since the 70’s. In particular this contraction is fundamental
in the semigroup theory, see Crandall [5].  Also Kruzkov’s theorem leads to convergence
rates of approximating solutions, see Kuznetsov [ 111.  The case of numerical schemes can
be found in Godlewski and Raviart [7],  LeVeque [12] and the references therein. The
case of degenerate parabolic equations has also caught much attention, see for instance the
recent paper by Carillo [4]  and the references therein. Recently, Bouchut and Perthame
[2]  gave a new setting for error estimates which contains many of the previous results,
because of the generality of the setting (see (1.11) below). It also simplifies the proof
because it decouples completely the technical issues related to the Kruzkov proof and the
fundamental estimates relying for instance on BV estimates.
In this paper we give a new and simpler proof of the contraction property and of the
error estimates. It allows to treat irregular fluxes A( .) - see (1.4)-,  but it is not adapted
to the Holder regularity of A( .)  as in Kruzkov and Panov [lo], Benilan and Kruzkov
[ 11. Our proof relies on the kinetic formulation (which is a way to replace by a single
equation the full family of entropy inequalities (1.2)),  and on a mere convolution which
replaces the doubling of variables. Let us recall that the equation (1.1) and the entropy
inequalities (1.2) can equivalently be written under the so-called kinetic formulation (P.L.
Lions, B. Perthame, E. Tadmor [ 131):
(1.7) &x(<,u)  + a(<) . V&[,U) = h@(t,lc,E) in 2)’  (0, +m)  x @ x I3  ,( >
for some nonnegative locally bounded measure m(t, 1c,  E),  that we call the entropy defect
measure. Also, we have set
i
+1 f o r  0<[<21?
(1.8) x(<,71)  = -1 f o r  u<<<O,
0 otherwise.
It can easily be derived from (1.2) as follows. Using the Kruzkov entropies S(u) =
lu - <I  - ItI  and denoting m(t, Z, [) the nonnegative measure in the right handside  of (1.2),
the kinetic formulation (1.7) is nothing but the [ derivative of (1.2). Conversely, multiplying
the equality (1.7) by S’(t) and integrating in < we obtain, for S E C2 and sublinear
(1.9) &S(u)  + divv(u) = - /’ S”([)m(t,  z, I)@ in D’( (0, +oo) x Ad)!
and the right handside  is nonpositive for S a convex function. This idendity precises  the
meaning of (1.7).
Our proof of the contraction property relies on the idea that for this linear equation (1.7)
on x, one can prove an L2 contraction property which is equivalent to the L1 contraction
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property (1.2). It also yields a specific qualitative property of the measure m, namely, in
a sense to be precised  later (see Theorem 2.1),
(1.10) m(t, 2, u(t, x))  = 0.
The precise meaning of this idendity is also central for error estimates. Following the
statement in [2],  we consider the entropy solution u of (1.1) and we let ZI  solve, in D’
the approximate equation
(1.11) atx(l, v) + 40 . V,x(t, v) = 8, M4  2, E) + Dj,e(t, II;,  111,
for some nonnegative measure q(t,  z,  0, and some error term which is the j-th order
derivative in X, first order derivative in I, of some error e(t, 2, <).  Then, we have, for
all T > 0,
(1.12) llu(T, J - v(T,  JIIL’(Rd
I lb0 - v”II~~pd)  + C(IIu”IJ~,)jI(j+l)  llle(. . .)lll~(‘+l).
And it is the very remarkable point in [2],  that the natural norm for the error terms, which
is always implicitely  used since [ 111,  is defined as:
(1.13) 1114..  .)llb = II SyP  le(.,  .,[)I  II L1 ((O.T)xRd).
This norm expresses that the kinetic parameter (the constant E in Kruzkov’s  entropy (1.6))
is really central in the error estimates. We will give an example of application of this
estimate in $4 to the diffusion approximation. This formalism also contains many other
examples of approximations at least when error terms which are time derivatives are also
introduced in the right handside  of (1.12). This can easily be done but requires technical
statements which we avoid here but that can be found in [2]  along with new applications.
For example the kinetic approximation introduced in [14] enters very naturally in this
formalism, as well as the time splitting introduced by Brenier [3],  Giga and Miyakawa [6]
which were preliminary works to the statement (1.7).
In §2 we treat the contraction property and some preliminary estimates on the kinetic
entropy defect measure. In 53 we prove the more general error estimate (1.12). In $4 we
give an example on the way to use this result.
2. The contraction Theorem
In this Section we state precisely and prove the contraction result. We also precise the
meaning of (1.10) and give some related estimates that will be used later. We need an
additional notation, we set
(2.1) IAl(u) = .I’”  b(~)kK~
0
THEOREM 2.1. - Let u, v E Lie, ((0: +m)  x Rd) be two entropy solutions of (l.l), (1.2),
such that IAI(u),  [AI(v)  E L,‘,,((O,  +cm) x Rd). Then, the contraction property (1.5) holds.
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Also, ,for  any regularizing kernel (~~(t,  ;I:),  the entropy defect measure of u in (1.7) sati.sjies,
as E vanishes,
(2.2)
.I
‘n(..  .,[)  * (P=  h(l - u(..  .,) *  (p=  d[ -+ 0. in D’((o:+m)  x Et”).
Finally, we denote (1 the entropy defect measure associated with II, then (1.5) can be
explicited
The second point in this theorem can be precised:
PROPOSITION 2.2. - Let 1~  E  L” ((0: +w):  Ll(W’)) b e an entropy solution of (1.1-
2),  which is continuous at time f = 0 (with values in L1)  and satisfies 1 AI(U) E
L” ((0, +m);  L’(R”)). T h e n, for any regularizing kernels (Pi,  T/J<?(~)  the quantity
satisjies,
Remark 2.3. - 1. The nonnegative quantity J’vb(.,  .>  <) 6 (< - u(.,  .)) d[ is not well
defined although it is a priori bounded in Mi
>
since formally:
.I
m(.; .,[)  6 < - u(.,  .)
( 1
d<dzdt 5 //lmlll+m 5 llu”ll~~.
As we will see in $3,  it plays an essential role for error estimates. From this a priori bound,
we also see that the limit (2.2) holds true in III  - M1 (0;  +x) x R”  . Also the idendity
( >
(2.3) yields, under the integrability asumptions of the Proposition 2.2,
This is related of course to BV bounds.
2. We refer to [ 151 for a result on time continuity which applies here under a non-degeneracy
condition as in [13] and weakens the continuity asumption at time t = 0.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. - The proof relies on three steps. A continuity property of the
measure m appearing in the kinetic formulation is first proved. Then, the limit (2.2) is
proved in a second step. The contraction property follows easily (third step).
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First step. A continuity property. We first notice the continuity properties
(2.5) < i m(t,z:<)  is continuous in 23’ (0, +33) x R” .( >
(2.6) f!&lu - &I + div ~~0(~)  = -2m(t,:~,&~) in 23’ (0, +x) x Rd ,( >
where r/c  denotes the entropy flux associated to Kruzkov’s entropy (1.6).
To prove this, we use a family of convex entropies Sri(u)  -+ IU  - [al - I& with
suppSi(u)  uniformly bounded, in the kinetic formulation (1.9). The left handside  of (1.9)
passes to the limit in D’ because SS(U) + 11~  - &II  in ,!&,.  Therefore, we may pass to the
limit in (1.9) and obtain that the limit of SS~(1~)(l)m(t,z,~)rl~  does not depend on the
regularization S:(u)  of 2s(<  - [a).  This proves the continuity statements (2.5) and (2.6).
Second step. Proof of (2.2). Consider a regularizing kernel ipe(t,  ~1:)  and after convolution
in t, x of (1.7),  we obtain always in D’ (0, +oc) x R” x R’( >
.
(2.7) &x((;  71) * qE  +  a(l)  .  V,x((,  u)  * pE =  &7rL(t,  2. <)  * pt.
This equality for smooth functions in t, IC implies successively:
Notice that the right handside  of this idendity is well defined thanks to the < continuity
property of m stated in (2.5). We may pass to the limit in all its terms. Indeed, as E vanishes
.I (.4I)  xc<: u) * q24 + 7)0(U). in L:O,.
s m(t, z,<) * pE S(l)  * cpE d< = m,(t, x,0) * pE + m(t, :r. 0). in D’.
Therefore, the last term J’m(t, .‘c, <) * (Pi 6(5 - ~(t,  )) * cp-  rL$ also has a limit. But the
three first terms coincide with those of the idendity (2.6). Hence the limit of the last term
is zero and (2.2) is proved.
Third step. Contraction. We now consider two solutions U, 11 as in the statement of
Theorem 2.1 and denote m, q the corresponding entropy defect measure in the kinetic
formulation. After convolution of the corresponding kinetic formulations by a r~,o7m,egntivc
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regularizing kernel (Pa, we substract them and, as in the second step, we multiply by
(x(C,u)  - x(<!u))  * (Pi.  This yields
(2.8) at J [ (x(C,  u)-x(6!  VI)  *vk] *dt+div / u(E)  [(x(<;  IL)-x((,  w))  *pE] 2d(
= -2 J(
ZZ -2 J( m(O,E)  - &,s,F))  * PE [6(1- r,(t;x))  - 6(( - ?@X))]  * (PE d<
5 2 .Ir46 x,0 * VEO(E - 46 4) * (PE + q(t,  5, E)) * pJ(( - w(t,  x)) * %] dE,
because both rni and (Pi  are nonnegative. Again we may pass to the limit as E vanishes
and we notice that
(2.9) J[( in L,1,,,,
(2.10) J [(a(l) x(l,  u) - Al, ~1)) * ip,] 2dE -+ (A(u)  - A(u))  em(u - 7~1, in L:,,..
while the left handside  of (2.8) vanishes thanks to (2.5). Hence, we recover the contraction
inequality (1 S)
Fourth step. Proof of(2.3). The idendity (2.3) is just obtained passing to the limit in the
equality (2.8) and keeping the cross terms. Thanks to (2.9-10) and to (2.2) we exactly
obtain (2.3) and the Theorem 2.1 is proved.
Proof of Proposition 2.2. - The proof of the estimate follows the steps 1 and 2 above.
We have (step 2)
8, .
.I(
x(l, ~1 * pE * vL)  24 + div / 40 (x(E,,fl)  * vE * u)e)2dt
= -2m(t,  x? 0) * cpc  * 7Ju + Mc,,(t; x).
We may integrate this equality in 5 under the asumption IAl (u)  E L,: for instance (but
weaker statements are possible) We obtain
(2.11) a, / J(x(<,u)*~.*1;m)2d<dx  = -2 I’ m(t,x;O)*$,dx+I Rd . W" JR" ME,<,(t, x)d:r:
=a, .J lu(t, x)1 * ,&dx  +Rd Jw” ME,&.  x)dx.
thanks to the step I in the above proof. We may now pass to the limit in this equality as ~11
vanishes. Again, we notice that the two differential terms pass to the limit as derivatives
of functions which pass to the limit in Lf,,: and we get (always in distributional sense)
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Under the continuity asumption at t = 0, we may integrate (2.12) in t and obtain for
a.e. t > 0,
It remains to notice that
t= s slim0 a-4  fp ME,&,  z)dzds.
and the Proposition 2.2 is proved.
3. Error estimates
In this section we consider the case of the equation (1 .l 1). Our result is a simplified
and particular version of the corresponding case in [2].  Again, the equation (1.11) is
nothing but the < derivative of the corresponding equation written in terms of the Kruzkov
entropies as in [2].  The main result of this section aims to precise the statement (1.12)
in the introduction:
THEOREM 3.1. - Let U, IAl(  w, IAl E L:,,((O,  +oo)  x W”) be respectivezy the exact
entropy solution of (1.1-2) and the solution of the approximate entropy equation (1.1 I).
(i) For nonnegative regularizing kernels cp,(x),  $a(t),  and the defect measure ME,,  being
deJined in (2.4),  we have
I M&, x) - 2 .I @4&x, 0 fi(E - u(t, xl) * pE  * Itlla.
(ii) Consequently, for u” E L1 fl  BV(@), U,‘U E C’((O,+oo);L’(R”))  a n d
IN4 I44 E L” ((0:  +m);  L’(R”)), we have, using the triple norm (1.13),
(3.2) I b(r .)  - 4T, .) I ILo < llu”  - w”IIL~p)  + C(Iu”llj,ll!J+‘)  llle(.  . .)lll$(i+l). Cl
Proof of Theorem 3.1. - Again the proof follows that of Theorem 1.1, and consists
in several steps.
First step. As in the proof of Theorem 1.1,
(3.3) &Iv1 + div(A(u)sgnv)  = -2[q(t,  x, 0) + Dle(t,  x, O)].
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Second step. We introduce a regularizing kernel p,(t. x).  We have
(3.4) at
S(
x(t,  71)  * ~,,)~d< + div  /  u(E)  (xi<,  7))  *  pv)‘#,
= -2(q(t.  :c:  0) * pI,  + Die(t.  :c:  0) *  pl,)
Third step. We now combine the kinetic equations on u and 21. We obtain, using  the
notations of the proof of Proposition 2.2,
( 3 . 5 )  at  i(*(~,u)*~,*dJ~,x(e.,fJ)*,-,)?+  iiin,~o(E)(x(F;1L)*Yr*~~~r-X(~,7J)*~,,)2
.I’
= 2
/(
E q(4 x, <) * cpl/  - m(t. 2. [) * (PC * y:,)  (h(E  - 71) * (p”  - S(E‘  - u) * pE * ?/JR)
+2
.I
~ DAe(t, Ic, E) * cpv  (6(<  - ,u)  * pI,  - h(<  - u) * pE * &).
Taking into account the sign of the cross term --m, * cpE * $I~ S(<  - II) * (pI,,  (3.3) and
(3.4), we get
at *
[.I(
X(l:u)  * (PE  * Ijio - x(E,  7)) * ~)‘(i<] + 17~1 * cpv  - /(x(F,u)  * p,)‘d[+div[.  . .]
5 K,&! x) - 2
.I’
Dze(t;  x; I) * qwT(<  - u) * pE * $cYd<.
We now let v go to zero and (3.1) follows.
Fourth  step. TO prove the second statement, we integrate in z, and integrate by parts the
right handside  of (3.1). This right handside  becomes
I
M,,,(t,z)dn:  + 2(-1).J
* Wd
ld/e(t.x.t)b(<-rr)  *(DipE)*$,)d<dx
’<-
J
R~’  W.,(t,  z)dz + 2
I(
sup Ie(t,x,()I
.I+”  E .I’
6((  - TV)  *  ID~(pEl  *  $,)d<dx.
We next remark that
.
I
R” 171, - ,uldz
52
.I’ I’[(Rd
x(t>  7~) * (PC - x(t, *f,,)*  + (x(C, u) * (PC - x(E,  u))2] dldn:
I c ll~“I/L3\~ E +
.
i’ /‘(x(E,ui*~i-x(E;~))*d~d~.
W” .
Finally, we let CL vanish and integrate in time between 0 and T. We then use the estimate
on 1M,,, in Proposition 2.2 and the above remark. This gives
I’
T
I(u) - v)(T)ldz  5 C ~~~l,“~~B~~  E + CE-,~
* w ..I’  I
sup le(t; Z, [)Idxdt.
0 .R”  E
Optimizing the parameter E gives the bound (3.2) and completes the proof of the theorem.
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4. Application to the diffusion approximation
This section is devoted to illustrate the error Theorem 3.2. The simplest approximation
of conservation laws is a diffusion equation:
(4.1) 8,~ + divA(r/) = EAV:
with say a L1 f~  BV initial data. For this approximation we have
In order to prove this classical $I2 rate of convergence ([l l]), we use the kinetic
formulation of the parabolic equations in [ 131.  The equation (4.1) is equivalent to:
(44 q(t,  2,  I)  = E S(<  - v)pv12  > 0.
This equation is exactly under the form (1.11) with j = 1 and
i)Ee(t,  2, () = ~V,x(<,v)  = ES(<  - r1)Vz2),
and thus we may apply the Theorem 3.1 with
and the BV bound on v gives
and we therefore recover (4.2) as a particular case of (3.11).
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